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expeditionary marine lt jd rawlings is nearly as battered and hastily patched as the ship he is
assigned to the navy frigate rontar scars of recent repair are disturbingly visible on both but that
is not the worst of it by far lt rawlings discovered betrayal an ambush by the alien shaquaree but
his method of discovery is seen by many survivors as the catalyst which precipitated the battle
the shaquaree then nearly annihilated mankind s best military and diplomatic personnel in a
matter of only minutes only one ship the rontar with rawlings aboard managed to escape the
butchery with an emergency transition jump rawlings wonders if his next action will be
defending humanity against the aliens or himself against the crew members who blame him
when they appear in the hylea system nothing there makes any more sense than the shocking
treachery of the aliens the system is supposed to be uninhabited yet there are em transmissions
from the earth class planet there are supposed to be subspace comms with earth and the
remaining navy and marine fleet yet there are none alone barely functional defenseless can the
frigate the navy crew and the few remaining marines survive long enough to gain answers to the
critical questions who is sending the em signals and why is the hylea system shaped differently
than the star charts indicate did those intractable aliens follow the rontar to finish the job why
are the alien shaquaree so apparently dedicated to wiping out humanity less than fifty years
have elapsed since the first flight of a power driven aircraft on december 17 1903 the wright
brothers made their now historic flights in an aircraft which they had designed and built
themselves at the fourth attempt on that day a distance of 852 feet was covered during a flight
which lasted 59 seconds 1 unparalleled technical advances followed those first hesitant steps
with the result that aviation has developed into a factor influencing practically every field of
society i the complex mechanism of modem commercial aviation can only function through the
combined efforts of countless people the inspiration of aircraft constructors the insight and
perse verance of air pioneers and the conscientious work of the ground personnel all play their
part among those who share in this joint task however the aircraft commander occupies a
special place he finds himself at the head of a small but comparatively isolated community
which may come under different jurisdictions within a short space of time from a purely
academic aspect he is therefore an interesting figure moreover it may also be useful to examine
his legal status for more practical reasons after all the aircraft commander holds a key position
in aviation as the safety economy and regularity of the flight often depend on his skill and
judgment the school for command preparation command and general staff college fort
leavenworth ks provides three sequential courses for battalion and brigade command selectees
all command designees attend the precommand course pcc pcc provides common
understanding of current doctrine and up to date information on army wide policy programs and
special items of interest in conjunction with pcc spouses are invited to attend the command
team seminar cts with commanders they gain awareness of issues that impact families the unit
and the community the remaining two courses the tactical commanders development course
tcdc and the battle commanders development course bcdc emphasize warfighting skills and the
art of battle command for tactical leaders the fort leavenworth research unit developed a survey
instrument to obtain commanders assessment of courses following assignment to their
commands commanders who had attended these courses in the previous 2 years were solicited
for feedback they gauged the usefulness of topics presented and indicated their level of
agreement with statements regarding the courses they were asked what issues they felt were
not addressed during the course and what they would share with incoming commanders
responses n 254 were compiled and analyzed all courses received positive evaluations many
commanders desired discussions with experienced commanders to cover optempo resource
constraints and personnel management issues feedback provided useful suggestions and
current trends dtic alick murray had not over praised the highland home of which he had so
often spoken when far away across the wide ocean the house substantially built in a style suited
to that clime stood some way up the side of a hill which rose abruptly from the waters of loch
etive on the north side of which it was situated to the west the hills were comparatively low the
shores alternately widening and contracting and projecting in numerous promontories the higher
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grounds were clothed with heath and wood while level spaces below were diversified by
cultivated fields to the east of the house up the loch the scenery assumed a character much
more striking and grand far as the eye could reach appeared a succession of lofty and barren
mountains rising sheer out of the water on the calm surface of which their fantastic forms were
reflected as in a mirror across the loch the lofty summit of ben cruachan appeared towering to
the sky the scenery immediately surrounding murrayÕs domain of bercaldine was of extreme
beauty at some little distance the hill rising abruptly was covered with oak ash birch and alder
producing a rich tone of colouring the rowan and hawthorn trees mingling their snowy blossoms
or coral berries with the foliage of the more gigantic natives of the forest while the dark purple
heath in tufted wreaths and numerous wild flowers were interspersed amid the rich sward and
underwood along the shore beneath behind the house were shrubberies and a well cultivated
kitchen garden sheltered on either side by a thick belt of pines while in front a lawn also
protected by shrubberies from the keen winds which blew down from the mountain heights
sloped towards the loch with a gravel walk leading to the landing place murray had added a
broad verandah to the front of the house to remind himself and stella of don antonioÕs
residence in trinidad where they had first met indeed in some of its features the scenery
recalled to their memories the views they had enjoyed in that lovely island and though they
confessed that trinidad carried off the palm of beauty yet they both loved far better their own
highland home three generations of supreme commanders thought jack who had all given their
lives in the pursuance of peace in this small part of the cosmos in order to enhance and enrich
the survival of humanity in their remote part of the universe for the betterment of mankind and
therefore if his fate should be the same it too would be worth the sacrifice part three of kingston
s tetralogy about the three friends originally published in 1876 the voss family is full of secrets
sacrifices and ghosts commander dylan voss is the most haunted of all she s been in the dark
since she was two years old a recurring nightmare has her awakening to mysterious things that
have her flying to sweetwater montana to seek help from a childhood friend where secrets and
ghosts begin to reveal themselves two monsters emerge where one is redeemed and the other
is taken down jim and cat ryan have returned from their honeymoon and jim immediately gets
back into his work for the fsc since he is gone much of the time he gets cat to become an fsc
agent on one of her first missions cat has to help rescue a diplomat who is being held in north
korea during cats training she is paired with another agent named cassidy love cassidy becomes
interested in jim and gives him a hard time when she isnt allowed to join jims team cassidy files
false charges against jim but later has to drop them when jim and cat have to rescue her from
north korea when tragedy strikes cat she finds out who her friends really are she finds that
having faith in god helps her through a really rough time in her life and that god always has a
purpose for each christians life
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expeditionary marine lt jd rawlings is nearly as battered and hastily patched as the ship he is
assigned to the navy frigate rontar scars of recent repair are disturbingly visible on both but that
is not the worst of it by far lt rawlings discovered betrayal an ambush by the alien shaquaree but
his method of discovery is seen by many survivors as the catalyst which precipitated the battle
the shaquaree then nearly annihilated mankind s best military and diplomatic personnel in a
matter of only minutes only one ship the rontar with rawlings aboard managed to escape the
butchery with an emergency transition jump rawlings wonders if his next action will be
defending humanity against the aliens or himself against the crew members who blame him
when they appear in the hylea system nothing there makes any more sense than the shocking
treachery of the aliens the system is supposed to be uninhabited yet there are em transmissions
from the earth class planet there are supposed to be subspace comms with earth and the
remaining navy and marine fleet yet there are none alone barely functional defenseless can the
frigate the navy crew and the few remaining marines survive long enough to gain answers to the
critical questions who is sending the em signals and why is the hylea system shaped differently
than the star charts indicate did those intractable aliens follow the rontar to finish the job why
are the alien shaquaree so apparently dedicated to wiping out humanity
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less than fifty years have elapsed since the first flight of a power driven aircraft on december 17
1903 the wright brothers made their now historic flights in an aircraft which they had designed
and built themselves at the fourth attempt on that day a distance of 852 feet was covered
during a flight which lasted 59 seconds 1 unparalleled technical advances followed those first
hesitant steps with the result that aviation has developed into a factor influencing practically
every field of society i the complex mechanism of modem commercial aviation can only function
through the combined efforts of countless people the inspiration of aircraft constructors the
insight and perse verance of air pioneers and the conscientious work of the ground personnel all
play their part among those who share in this joint task however the aircraft commander
occupies a special place he finds himself at the head of a small but comparatively isolated
community which may come under different jurisdictions within a short space of time from a
purely academic aspect he is therefore an interesting figure moreover it may also be useful to
examine his legal status for more practical reasons after all the aircraft commander holds a key
position in aviation as the safety economy and regularity of the flight often depend on his skill
and judgment
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the school for command preparation command and general staff college fort leavenworth ks
provides three sequential courses for battalion and brigade command selectees all command
designees attend the precommand course pcc pcc provides common understanding of current
doctrine and up to date information on army wide policy programs and special items of interest
in conjunction with pcc spouses are invited to attend the command team seminar cts with
commanders they gain awareness of issues that impact families the unit and the community the
remaining two courses the tactical commanders development course tcdc and the battle
commanders development course bcdc emphasize warfighting skills and the art of battle
command for tactical leaders the fort leavenworth research unit developed a survey instrument
to obtain commanders assessment of courses following assignment to their commands
commanders who had attended these courses in the previous 2 years were solicited for
feedback they gauged the usefulness of topics presented and indicated their level of agreement
with statements regarding the courses they were asked what issues they felt were not



addressed during the course and what they would share with incoming commanders responses
n 254 were compiled and analyzed all courses received positive evaluations many commanders
desired discussions with experienced commanders to cover optempo resource constraints and
personnel management issues feedback provided useful suggestions and current trends dtic
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alick murray had not over praised the highland home of which he had so often spoken when far
away across the wide ocean the house substantially built in a style suited to that clime stood
some way up the side of a hill which rose abruptly from the waters of loch etive on the north
side of which it was situated to the west the hills were comparatively low the shores alternately
widening and contracting and projecting in numerous promontories the higher grounds were
clothed with heath and wood while level spaces below were diversified by cultivated fields to the
east of the house up the loch the scenery assumed a character much more striking and grand
far as the eye could reach appeared a succession of lofty and barren mountains rising sheer out
of the water on the calm surface of which their fantastic forms were reflected as in a mirror
across the loch the lofty summit of ben cruachan appeared towering to the sky the scenery
immediately surrounding murrayÕs domain of bercaldine was of extreme beauty at some little
distance the hill rising abruptly was covered with oak ash birch and alder producing a rich tone
of colouring the rowan and hawthorn trees mingling their snowy blossoms or coral berries with
the foliage of the more gigantic natives of the forest while the dark purple heath in tufted
wreaths and numerous wild flowers were interspersed amid the rich sward and underwood along
the shore beneath behind the house were shrubberies and a well cultivated kitchen garden
sheltered on either side by a thick belt of pines while in front a lawn also protected by
shrubberies from the keen winds which blew down from the mountain heights sloped towards
the loch with a gravel walk leading to the landing place murray had added a broad verandah to
the front of the house to remind himself and stella of don antonioÕs residence in trinidad where
they had first met indeed in some of its features the scenery recalled to their memories the
views they had enjoyed in that lovely island and though they confessed that trinidad carried off
the palm of beauty yet they both loved far better their own highland home
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three generations of supreme commanders thought jack who had all given their lives in the
pursuance of peace in this small part of the cosmos in order to enhance and enrich the survival
of humanity in their remote part of the universe for the betterment of mankind and therefore if
his fate should be the same it too would be worth the sacrifice
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part three of kingston s tetralogy about the three friends originally published in 1876
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the voss family is full of secrets sacrifices and ghosts commander dylan voss is the most
haunted of all she s been in the dark since she was two years old a recurring nightmare has her
awakening to mysterious things that have her flying to sweetwater montana to seek help from a
childhood friend where secrets and ghosts begin to reveal themselves two monsters emerge
where one is redeemed and the other is taken down
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jim and cat ryan have returned from their honeymoon and jim immediately gets back into his
work for the fsc since he is gone much of the time he gets cat to become an fsc agent on one of
her first missions cat has to help rescue a diplomat who is being held in north korea during cats
training she is paired with another agent named cassidy love cassidy becomes interested in jim
and gives him a hard time when she isnt allowed to join jims team cassidy files false charges
against jim but later has to drop them when jim and cat have to rescue her from north korea
when tragedy strikes cat she finds out who her friends really are she finds that having faith in
god helps her through a really rough time in her life and that god always has a purpose for each
christians life
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